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Its compliance programme will focus on seven key areas including the construction industry.  
 

JOHANNESBURG - On Sunday the South African Revenue Service (Sars) revealed that it will focus 
more of its attention on the construction industry, transfer pricing by large business, abuse of trusts by 
wealthy South Africans, tax practitioners and trade intermediaries as part of its plans for the next five 
years to further grow the levels of compliance with tax and customs legislation. 

"By focusing on these issues we believe we can make a significant impact on increasing the fairness 
of the tax system and on protecting our economy and society from unwanted, harmful or illegal 
goods", said Sars Commissioner Oupa  Magashula. 

In a statement, Sars said research it had conducted identified that: 

• The construction industry has significantly lower levels of compliance than other sectors in the 
economy. The industry receives a significant portion of public infrastructure spending from the 
fiscus, which makes compliance in this industry even more critical. It intends to conduct 
extensive compliance checks and integrated audits in this industry with a particular focus on 
individuals and entities that are awarded government tenders. Filing, declaration and payment 
behaviour will be a focus for corporate income tax, VAT and PAYE. There will be particular 
focus on contractors and the various levels of sub-contractors involved in paving, decorating, 
plumbing, heating and ventilation, and ceilings and floors. 

• 26% of corporate income tax (CIT) returns are outstanding, VAT audits have shown up to 
60% reporting inaccuracy, 38% of CIT payments are either late or outstanding, and audits on 
transfer pricing have yielded around R2.3 billion. Transfer pricing by large business will thus 
come under the spotlight with a comprehensive international review of the practice, up-skilling 
of Sars's staff and greater cooperation with other revenue administrations. Apart from transfer 
pricing, it will also continue to focus on international tax compliance as well as follow-ups on 
under-declaration of provisional tax (paragraph 19(3))1 activities to ensure accurate and on 
time provisional tax payments. 

• A potentially significant number of wealthy individuals are not registered taxpayers thus Sars 
will use third party data including information from financial institutions, credit bureaux and 
other sources of data (such as residential and holiday homes, aircraft, vehicle and boat sales) 
to identify such individuals for registration. Offshore accounts in tax havens that are used by 
individuals to avoid tax will be given priority attention using international cooperation 
agreements. Trusts by wealthy South Africans can expect substantially more compliance 
checks and integrated audits - but also more opportunities for upfront engagement and pre-
filing agreements. 

• Noncompliant tax practitioners have 18 401 personal tax returns outstanding - many of them 
long outstanding - and have accumulated debt of R260m. Thus regulation of tax practitioners 
and trade intermediaries will be pursued to ensure that tax practitioners are all persons of 
good standing and members of a professional body. Sars will develop a rigorous risk profiling 
system to identify high risk practitioners. Tax practitioners represent around 3m taxpayers. 

• The trade in and consumption of illicit cigarettes is detrimental to the fiscus and to the health 
of South Africans. Sars will continue to focus on clamping down on cigarettes smuggled via 
warehouses as well the diversion of cigarettes destined for export back into the local market. 
It also plans to modernise the warehousing management and acquittal system. 

• Undervalued imports pose a significant risk not only to the fiscus but to local industry and job 
creation. Sars will continue to work together with other government agencies and industry 
stakeholders to clamp down on this practice including through the establishment and frequent 
revision of a reference pricing database to detect undervaluation, increasing inspections as 
well as supporting an integrated border management model. 



• Small businesses registration is low. Sars will be conducting registration drives in conjunction 
with other government agencies in which businesses will be inspected and, where necessary, 
registered on site. Abuse of VAT (including withholding VAT but failing to pay it over and 
abuse of VAT refunds) will be a key focus area.  
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